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Managing and operating a hotel’s WiFi service can become a complicated task.
That’s why Fontech has designed a specific web interface, Hotel Manager, to
help hoteliers stay focused on what’s really important: their guests. Hotel Manager
includes everything hoteliers need to configure the exact type of access they want
to offer guests. Fontech’s product let hotel managers forget about difficult deployments
or tough-to-use consoles. And not only that, but they can leverage WiFi, which is now
a basic guest expectation, to increase positive online reviews and keep guests satisfied by
implementing a tool to better communicate with them.

Introduction: Fontech’s WiFi Service Management Platform
Fontech W
 iFi Service Management Platform (WSMP) is a powerful and flexible system that delivers customized
guest WiFi services to businesses of all types, such as hotels.
WSMP is a f ull-feature and multi-tenant platform that allows networks to be segmented into multi-level hierarchical
structures (nodes) and different business models and specific end-user WiFi experiences can be defined for each one.
Administrators can customize a large variety of aspects of the service including the look and feel of the captive portal, the
access method (click to connect, standard login, social media login), the contact information required at registration (email,
phone number, address), the monetization model (free, paid pass, promo-codes), campaigns, profile assignation, and many
other service rules. Based on their permissions, users at each level of WSMP can manage the WiFi service and configure any
aspect of the service that hasn’t been locked at higher-levels.
WSMP is powerful, flexible, and user friendly, but in the case of hotels, hotel managers may not need access to all of the
many capabilities it offers. This is especially true if these users are not IT-oriented or who have a service provider managing
their WiFi service. That’s why Fontech designed a specific console just for them: Hotel Manager.

Fontech’s Hotel Manager
Hotel Manager is a web-based tool specifically designed for the hospitality vertical that displays relevant WSMP features in
a user-friendly and intuitive way. It also includes functionalities for hotel review/rating management and reporting.
Hotel Manager makes service operation easy and lets hoteliers customize how guests connect to their WiFi. One of its
differentiating features is that it allows hoteliers to collect feedback on their service and manage responses accordingly:
customers who give positive feedback can be invited to leave a review on hotel booking sites and social media, while
negative feedback will trigger an alert to a designated hotel team or staff member(s) to take remedial action.
The captive portal can be fully customized to reflect a hotel’s branding. Another strength of Hotel Manager is that it can
be integrated with Property Management Systems (PMS) in order to offer guests a fully unified experience with other hotel
services: log in with booking information, payments added directly to the hotel bill, etc.
With Hotel Manager, hoteliers can:

Create different types of admin users
Hotel Manager allows hoteliers to create different admin roles for users of the tool. When signing in, hotel employees can
select the hotel(s) for which they have WiFi service management permissions.
If desired, the configuration of the WiFi experience can be personalized for different groups of hotels, buildings, or even
specific zones within a single location.
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Customize the guests experience
Hoteliers can completely customize the WiFi experience of guests.
Configure the way guests access WiFi:
Access options: These options determine how guests will log in (i.e. with PMS information, using previously shared
credentials, self-registration). Social network access can also be enabled which, on top of being easier for guests, lets
the hotel obtain more social-demographic information. Finally, hoteliers can also request additional data from guests
at login (e.g. email address, nationality, address, etc.).
Free / Paid WiFi: WiFi can either be offered for free or for a charge, and hotel managers can configure the bandwidth
and/or pricing they want to offer to each type of user. Paid WiFi can be automatically added to the room bill thanks to
PMS integration.
Access codes: Hotels can also provide WiFi through
access codes which can be, for example, offered for
free or sold at the front desk, and hotel employees
can easily set an amount of time and a number of
users in order to generate codes. They can also view
a list of access codes that are currently in use. This is
especially beneficial for hotels that host ad hoc events
or meetings in which people who are not necessarily
hotel guests will need access.
Customize the captive portal
Hotel Manager includes a powerful captive portal editor so
that hoteliers can customize the entire look and feel of the
captive portal to follow the brand style of the hotel: colors,
logos, messages, service conditions, etc.

Configure marketing functionalities to increase positive reviews and resolve issues
Hotel Manager gives hoteliers the power to send guests a survey during their stay in order to gather insights about their
satisfaction level. Depending on how guests respond to the survey, hotels can trigger different actions:
Positive result - satisfied guest: Guests can be redirected to any website -such as booking sites or social media
pages- and will be encouraged to leave a positive review.
Negative result - dissatisfied guest: A member of the hotel staff will be alerted (by email) to take immediate action
for resolving the guest’s issue.
Hoteliers can configure:
Which guests will be sent a satisfaction survey - PMS
users, self-registered users, visitors, all guests, etc.
The number of stars that determine a “satisfied” guest
who will be prompted to leave an online review
The number of stars that determine a
“dissatisfied” guest
Which staff member(s) will be alerted and will take
action when a low rating is received
The list of websites to which guests can be redirected
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Analyze the results of satisfaction surveys
Hotel Manager displays the results of all marketing
initiatives in order to provide a general view of:
User satisfaction: The total number of guest
responses, satisfaction/dissatisfaction trends,
average rating, and a detailed graph of the number
of stars given by guests
Dissatisfied users: The number of times the hotel
has been alerted to follow up on low reviews
Rating over time
Specific, detailed view of ratings on each booking site

Monitor overall service through statistics
Hotel Manager collects various statistics, all of which can
be filtered by date, printed, and imported to a csv. file for
further analysis.
Statistics are divided into three different groups:
Network: The total number of sessions, volume of downloaded traffic, and the number of registered users. The average
downloaded traffic and average time per session of users are also displayed.
Sales: Income-related statistics: Total sales, refunds, and balance of the passes sold at each specific hotel area.
Demographics: Statistics related to the number and type of devices connected, their operating systems, and the
different browsers used. This information can help optimize guest access for specific types of devices, prioritizing those
most used. User profiling information is also visually displayed (gender, age range, and language).

Gather information on specific users
Hotel staff can access information on all guests that have connected to the hotel’s WiFi. Accessing user profiles allows
staff to view, update, or complete user information. Sessions are also displayed, and hotel bills can be easily downloaded
if necessary.
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Technical Specifications
Feature

Details

Multi-tenant and multi-hierarchy

Allows for network segmentation and different client
network topologies

Vendor-agnostic

Compatible with all vendors

PMS integration with standard-based interfaces

Hotel Manager also offers integration with the following
standards-based interfaces, generally used to establish
an interface to any non-proprietary PMS: HOBIC-RSI,
HOBIC-TSPS, HOBIC-1BT2, HOBIC-TEST, HOBIC-OSPS

Different payment methods

Bill integration with PMS, credit card, PayPal

Captive portal editor

Completely and easily customize the captive portal:
colors, logos, access methods, service conditions

Configurable service policies

Guest access can be limited by time, quota, bandwidth,
device limit

Guest access

PMS information, username and password, register form,
social networks (Facebook and Google)

Full regulatory and security compliance

Personal data encryption and lawful interception tools
(per user logs), GDPR compliant

Marketing actions

Automatic survey sending and triggered actions based
on results: redirection to other websites or internal
notification

Advanced reporting

Valuable insights and user data to understand and
improve service: user, sessions, traffic, sociodemographic
information, satisfaction survey results, etc.

For further information, contact: fontech@fon.com
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